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2 Singapore Downtown Core area, to the north of the central urban region and to the east of it. 35
Daily emissions quantified for the total motor vehicle population of Singapore were found to 36 be comparable to another emissions dataset. Results demonstrated that high-resolution spatio-37 temporal vehicle traces detected using GPS in large taxi fleets could be used to infer highly 38 localized areas of elevated acceleration and air pollution emissions in cities, and may become 39 a complement to traditional emission estimates, especially in emerging cities and countries 40 where reliable fine-grained urban air quality data is not easily available. This is the first study 41 M A N U S C R I P T and their built in sensors as on-board diagnostic systems -using the data gathered from the 154 GPS and accelerometer to monitor the drive cycle and hence consumption and emissions 155 (Thiagarajan et al., 2009 ). These approaches have been mostly confined to single or small 156 numbers of vehicles. In this study, however, it is intended to extend an emissions model to a 157 large vehicle fleet using GPS data collected. Intelligent Speed Adaption (ISA) systems are 158 technologies which incorporate GPS navigation to apply speed limits to cars on specific road 159 areas. Systems for monitoring and controlling vehicle velocities include ISA systems 160 would be implemented to predict the emissions of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), nitrogen oxide 170 (NO x ), volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and particulate matter (PM) throughout the study 171 domain, where particulate matter here refers to total suspended particles. Highly localized 172 areas of elevated emissions would thereby be identified, with a higher spatiotemporal 173 precision than commonly used methods. This is the first study to implement a microscopic 174 emissions model using measured microscopic vehicle trajectory data for an entire urban 175 
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Overview of methodology 181 182
In order to develop an emissions inventory, GPS trajectory data from 15,236 taxis were 183 analyzed. From this, the instantaneous parameters of velocity and accelleration were derived 184 and used as inputs for a microscopic emissions model. Emissions of CO 2 , NO x , VOCs and 185 PM were predicted across the road network of Singapore using this model. An analyses was 186 completed which compares the taxi data used to the overall traffic on the road network in 187
Singapore. Following this, emissions from the remainder of the total motor vehicle 188 population of Singapore were also estimated. The results were compared to emissions 189 estimates produced to those attained from the National Aeronautical and Space Agency 190 The GPS trace data was utilized to infer both the location of each vehicle, its velocity and its 211 acceleration. In applying a data cleaning process to the dataset, erroneous GPS points which 212 fell outside the boundary of Singapore or which have an unreasonable distance from its 213 previous location at a given time interval (distance/time ≤ 150 km/h) were eliminated. The 214 instantaneous velocities of vehicles were determined based on the time and distance between 215 geo-referenced points. The data was filtered so as to only examine changes in velocity that 216 occurred over short temporal ranges, where two consecutive data points were separated by no 217 more than 5 seconds as intervals greater than this are unable to depict the microstructure of 218 the acceleration profile. A secondary filtering process was applied to the data to remove 219 errors attributed to GPS measurements, as these may be affected by the multi-path effect 220 within urban canyons (Parkinson, 1996 with an acceleration value between 0.5 and 10 m s -2 were used in this study. were sufficient to cover 90% of the total loop detector locations during a period of 15 minutes 248 in the morning (from 08:00~08:15) on all workdays. Similarly, we compared our taxi fleet 249 data to measured traffic data obtained from loop detectors operated by Singapore's LTA for 250 the same time period as our study. To achieve this, the taxi data was synchronized with the 251 loop detector data, which was aggregated every 15 minutes. The time series of GPS points for 252 taxis were first matched to road links and then segments on the road network of Singapore. 253
The number of taxis on road segments where loop detectors are located, were counted every 254 15 minutes. These counts were then compared to the loop counts which were regarded as the 255 ground truth for traffic conditions. Figure 1 shows the taxi and loop detector count data for 15 256 randomly selected Singapore road segments. The taxi distribution tended to underestimate the 257 loop distribution and this underestimation was variable across road segments. On each road 258 link, a bias was observed which varied throughout the day, however this bias was relatively 259 consistent across days. GPS dataset to compute emissions. The emission rate at a given time-instant ‫ݐ‬ is given in the 295
where ݇ is the pollutant type, i.e. ݇ ∈ {CO 2 , NO x , VOC, PM}, ‫ݒ‬ ‫)ݐ(‬ is the instantaneous 298 
݂
are the emission rate constants specific to each vehicle and pollutant type. Equation (1) 302 holds for CO 2 and PM emissions. For NO x and VOC emissions, the emissions rate 303 coefficients differ depending on whether the vehicle is in acceleration or deceleration mode. 304
The lower limit of the emissions rate ‫ܧ‬ is fixed to zero for all pollutant types and vehicle 309 types. The emission rate constants (e.g., ݂ ଵ , ݂ ଶ , etc.) are specified for each pollutant type and 310 vehicle type, and were determined from emissions measurements of on-road instrumented 311 vehicles. These were determined for the car, heavy duty vehicle (HDV, diesel) and busM A N U S C R I P T
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For each pollutant, the expected total emissions (in g) in the specified vehicle network during 315 the simulation period were computed by: 316
317
where ‫ܮ‬ is the set of all road links in the network, and ‫ܧܶ‪ൣ‬ܧ‬ ൧ denotes the total emissions (in 318 g) of pollutant ݇ on link ݈. The latter term in Equation (4) is approximated by: 319 across the road network of Singapore were quantified. Emissions were estimated on a daily 329 basis according to Equation (5). In this scenario however, the arrival rates of vehicles to each 330 road link, ߣ , were predicted using the traffic model described in Section 2.3. Daily emissions 331
were calculated for each of five days of data available, and the mean of these five days was 332 then compared to mean daily emissions estimated by Streets and Lu, (2012) . 
Comparison of predicted emissions for the total motor vehicle population 438
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19 emissions determined were respectively representative of 7.9% (±3%) and 7.6% (±1.4%) of 442 emissions estimates for the total motor vehicle population of Singapore (including the 443 previously calculated vehicle fleet emissions). For VOC and PM, the proportions were 444 smaller, whereas the total daily emissions computed were approximately 3.2% (±1.7%) and 445 3.5% (±1.6%) (respectively) of total motor vehicle population emissions (see Table 2 for 446 details). 447
448
Daily emissions from the total motor vehicle population were then computed for one week 449 and compared to other transportation emissions estimated by Streets and Lu (2012) (see Table  450 3). The overall emissions levels computed for the entire fleet were comparable to those 451 attained from Streets and Lu (2012) . Whereas our analyses predicted mean daily emissions 452 from the entire motor vehicle population to be 27656 (±3049) tonnes for CO 2 , Streets and Lu 453 computed 24417 tonnes/day. Therefore, the relative difference in emissions was found to be 454 15% (±1.7%). For NO x we determined total daily emissions to be 155 (±33.1) tonnes/day 455 while Streets and Lu computed 121 tonnes/day, and this corresponded to a relative difference 456 of 24% (±4.9%). A larger disparity was observed in the case of VOC. We predicted total 457 emissions to be 9.7 (±2.6) tonnes/day whereas Streets and Lu determined a value of 21.6 458 tonnes/day. This is equivalent to a relative difference of -49% (±12.3%). Finally, for PM we 459 Nanduri, 2015). However, to the authors knowledge, a study investigating measured 513 microscopic vehicle movement (measured on a second by second basis using GPS) in tandem 514 with microscopic emissions modeling has not been completed successfully for a substantially 515 sized vehicle fleet and study domain, rather have been limited to small ad hoc deployments. 516
517
The methodology described in this study has the potential to inform environmental policy 518 related to transportation in urban areas. With the framework proposed, where appropriate data 519 is available, responsive and adaptive strategies could be implemented should the emissions 520 model be applied using real-time GPS data. The methodology described demonstrated the 521 potential for linking GPS measured vehicle movements directly with microscopic emissions 522 models (based on the instantaneous driving speed and acceleration) for quantifying traffic 523 For the first time, the data collected allow us to see an emission inventory not as something 548 static which only changes from one road segment to the other, but which has more detailed 549 characteristics with spatiotemporal variation. This enables a better estimate of the impact of 550 pollution on the urban population which also exhibits variable spatial and temporal 551 distribution profiles over the course of the day (Nyhan et al., forthcoming) . The advantage of 552 the proposed method is that by interrogating and interpreting easily accessible data from 553 existing fleets (such as vehicle or bus services), considerable information regarding air 554 pollution emissions can be obtained at a low cost and minimal effort in cities. Such a system 555 can be applied in other cities, perhaps through government encouragement to make 556 transportation GPS data available. This information may be of considerable value in 557 determining the most appropriate locations of where to take action to reducing emissions and 558 subsequently air pollution concentration levels in cities. This type of data could also be used 559 to compute fine-grained fuel consumption patterns from the transportation sector. emissions equations used in this study. This is considered sufficient for the purposes of 565 evaluating the effects of speed management in urban networks. It is possible that the emission 566 functions for highway traffic (at higher speeds) differ for those of urban traffic and the traffic 567 on highways was insufficiently represented in the functions used. The emissions model did 568 not allow for the specific model or age of the vehicles to be considered in computations 569 either. Some additional measures would also be needed to verify the quality of the 570 acceleration data obtained from GPS traces. There are inherent inaccuracies associated with 571 GPS measurements, which however are compensated by the large volume of data collected. 572
There is a necessity to connect the movements of the subset of vehicles with the movement of 573 all the vehicles in the city. For this, calibrations parameters could be applied based on the 574 sampling of the available vehicles versus the total number of vehicles. Finally, additional 575 work would be needed to link the emissions predicted for various parameters to local 576 measured air pollution concentration levels. A future study by these authors will thereforeM A N U S C R I P T A C C E P T E D ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT 24 examine the relationship between predicted emissions using the methodology described 578 herein this study, and measured or modeled values of air pollution concentrations. 579
580
This methodology described in this paper may be replicated in a number of cities worldwide, 581 as GPS traces from vehicles become increasingly available. Vehicle fleet operators can do a 582 major public service by providing GPS data for research, in particular for predicting 583 emissions and other information relevant to environmental health from it. This information 584 may be used for designing air pollution intervention strategies (long-term, short-term, 585 responsive and adaptive) for the protection of human health and well-being. 586 587 588
Conclusions 589 590
Through analyzing GPS data from a large transportation fleet in Singapore, fine grained 591 emissions were estimated in high spatial resolution. The emissions model was based on the 592 inputs of velocity and acceleration parameters extracted from the data. Air pollution 593 emissions related to CO 2 , NO x , VOC and PM were thereby quantified. The spatial 594 distributions of the emissions were investigated thereby enabling highly localized areas of 595 relatively higher emissions levels to be identified. This study also shows how the 596 instantaneous drive cycles can be applied in the estimation of the overall emissions from the 597 transportation sector within the study area. 
Highlights
We present a novel method for predicting air pollution emissions using transport data Study uses measured microscopic transport data and a microscopic emissions model GPS data from over 15000 vehicles were analyzed to quantify speeds and accelerations CO 2 , NO x , VOCs and PM were modeled in high spatio-temporal resolution Highly localized areas of elevated emissions were identified
